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Abstract

For quite some time, the strive for more efficient acoustic absorbers keeps
increasing, driven by a number of psycho-physiological studies on health re-
lated dangers of noise exposure. As the global wealth increases and with it
the global expectation of quieter living and working environments, manifested
in both politics and research, an important market for sound absorbing and
noise control systems develops in all industrialised countries. In the acoustic
community, the main endeavours of the two last decades have been oriented
towards a better understanding of the dissipation phenomena in absorbers
(and especially in poroelastic media) as well as proposing new topologies and
structures for these elements. These efforts have resulted in an abundant lit-
erature and numerous improvements of the characterisation, modelling and
design methodologies for a wide range of media and many different systems.

The chosen research direction for the present thesis slightly deviates from
this usual path of modelling absorbing materials as bulk media. Here the
aim is to investigate the interfaces between the different components of typ-
ical absorbers. Indeed, these interface regions are known to be difficult to
characterise and controlling their properties is challenging for a number of
reasons. Interfaces in sound packages for instance are inherently by-products
of the assembly process and, even if they surely have an important impact on
the acoustic performance, they remain mostly overlooked in the established
modelling practices. Therefore, the overall objective of the current doctoral
project is to identify strategies and methods to simulate the effect(s) of un-
certainties on the interface physical or geometrical parameters.

The present licentiate thesis compiles three works which together form a
discussion about techniques and tools designed in an attempt to efficiently
model thin layers and small details in rather large systems. As part of the
work a section of physical model simplifications is discussed which will lay
the ground for the next stages of the research. Two publications on the first
topic are included, presenting Finite-Element-based hybrid methods that al-
low for coating elements in meta-poroelastic systems to be taken into account
and reduce the computational cost of modelling small geometric features em-
bedded in large domains. The third included contribution is an anticipation,
to a certain extent, of the remainder of the doctoral project, discussing the
use of physical heuristics to simplify porous thin film models. Here a step
towards the modelling of interface zones is taken, departing from numerical
simulations and reflecting instead on the physical description and modelling
of thin poroelastic layers.

Keywords: thin layers, numerical methods, FEM, poroelastic materials
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Sammanfattning

Sedan en tid tillbaka kan en ökande efterfrågan av material och konstruk-
tioner med effektivare akustiska absorptionsegenskaper skönjas. Detta drivs
av ett antal psykofysiologiska studier kring hälsorisker relaterade till långva-
rig bullerexponering. Till detta kommer den växande globala välfärden som
ger upphov till en förväntad höjning livskvalitet i form av till exempel tystare
boende- och arbetsmiljöer, manifesterad i både politiska beslut och forskning.
Ur detta utvecklas en viktig marknad för ljudabsorberande material, kon-
struktioner och bullerreducerande system i allt fler länder. Inom forskningen
som rör akustiska material och bulleråtgärder, har forskningen under de två
senaste decennierna framförallt varit inriktad på en bättre förståelse för dis-
sipationsfenomen (omvandling av akustisk energi till andra energiformer, till
exempel värme) i absorberande material (och särskilt då i poroelastiska me-
dier) samt att utveckla nya topologier och sammansatta strukturer för denna
typ av akustiska element. Dessa ansträngningar har resulterat i en omfattan-
de vetenskaplig litteratur och framsteg inom karaktäriserings-, modellerings-
och designmetoder, och innovativa lösningar, för olika tillämpningar .

Forskningen i denna avhandling avviker något från den traditionella mo-
delleringen av absorberande material, genom att undersöka gränsytorna mel-
lan olika skikt och komponenter hos typiska absorbenter. Faktum är att des-
sa gränssnittsregioner är kända för att vara både svåra att karaktärisera och
att styra deras egenskaper i produktion är en utmaning av ett antal olika
skäl. Angränsande ytor i ljudabsorbenter är till exempel ofta biprodukter
från tillverknings- och monteringsprocessen och, även om de utan tvekan har
en viktig inverkan på akustiska prestanda, bortses det ofta från dessa i de
flesta etablerade simuleringsmodeller. Det övergripande målet med forskning-
en inom detta projektet är därför att identifiera strategier och metoder för
att modellera och simulera effekterna av osäkerheter i tillhörande fysiska eller
geometriska parametrar som används för att beskriva dessa gränsytor.

I denna licentiatavhandling sammanställs tre artiklar som tillsammans ut-
gör en diskussion om tekniker och verktyg utformade för att effektivt model-
lera tunna skikt och små detaljer som delar i större komponenter och system.
Som en del av arbetet diskuteras dessutom en del av de fysikaliska modell-
förenklingar som kommer att ligga till grund för nästa etapp av forskningen.
I två publikationer som berör det första ämnet ingår finita element-baserade
hybridmetoder som möjliggör modellering av olika typer av täckskikt i så
kallade meta-poroelastiska system, med fokus på noggrannhet och beräk-
ningskostnader för modellering av små geometriska inneslutningar inbäddade
i större domäner. Det tredje bidraget diskuterar användningen av heuristiska,
förenklade porösa tunnfilmsmodeller som baseras på fysikaliska förenklingar
och som möjliggör modellering av tunna skikt i numeriska simuleringar som
en del av sammansatta poroelastiska komponenter.

Keywords: tunna lager, numeriska metoder, FEM, poroelastiska medier
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Résumé

Depuis quelques temps, l’effort pour améliorer l’efficacité des absorbeurs
acoustique n’a cessé d’augmenter, sous-tendu par nombre d’études psycho-
physiques sur les dangers de l’exposition au bruit pour la santé. Alors que
croit la richesse globale et avec elle l’envie d’environnements de travail et de
vie plus silencieux (ce qui se manifeste dans les politiques publiques comme en
recherche), un marché important se développe pour les systèmes d’absorption
et de contrôle du bruit dans tous les pays industrialisés. Dans la communauté
acoustique, les principaux efforts au cours des vingt dernières années se sont
orientés vers une meilleure compréhension des phénomènes de dissipation dans
les absorbeurs (et en particulier dans les matériaux poroélastiques) ainsi que
vers la recherche de nouvelles topologies et structures pour ces éléments. Ces
efforts ont mené à une littérature abondante et de nombreuses améliorations
des méthodologies de caractérisation, modélisation et conception pour une
large gamme de média et de nombreux systèmes.

L’axe de recherche choisi pour la présente thèse diffère quelque peu du
chemin classique visant à modéliser le cœur des matériaux absorbants. Ici,
l’objectif est d’étudier les interfaces entre les différents composants des absor-
beurs classiques. En effet, ces régions sont notoirement difficiles à caractériser
et contrôler leurs propriétés est un défi complexe pour un certain nombre de
raisons. Les interfaces au sein des isolants acoustiques sont intrinsèquement
des sous-produits du processus d’assemblage et, bien qu’ils aient un impact
important sur la performance acoustique, sont le plus souvent négligés dans
les modèles classiques. L’objectif global du projet doctoral est ainsi d’identi-
fier des stratégies et méthodes pour simuler le ou les effets d’incertitudes sur
les paramètres physiques ou géométriques des interfaces.

La présente thèse de Licentiate compile trois travaux qui, pris ensemble,
forment une discussion autour de techniques et d’outils conçus pour modéli-
ser efficacement des couches et détails fins inclus dans d’assez grand systèmes.
Une section de la dissertation s’attarde sur des possibles simplifications des
modèles physiques et discute ce qui formera la base des prochaines étapes
de cette recherche. Deux publications traitant du premier sujet sont inclues,
présentant deux méthodes hybrides basées sur la FEM qui permettent de
prendre en compte les fines couches recouvrant par exemple les systèmes
meta-poroélastiques pour un coup réduit ainsi que de modéliser de petits
éléments géométriques présents dans de grands domaines. La dernière contri-
bution jointe à cette thèse anticipe, dans une certaine mesure, la suite du
projet doctoral en proposant l’utilisation d’heuristiques physiques pour sim-
plifier un modèle pour les films acoustiques fins. Cela constitue un pas vers la
modélisation des zones d’interfaces en s’éloignant des simulations numériques
au profit d’une réflexion sur la description et la modélisation des couches
poroélastiques fines.

Keywords : couches fines, méthodes numériques, MEF, matériaux po-
roélastiques
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Noise is a problem and its ability to generate stress and health-related troubles as
well as its impact on living conditions has been recognised for years1–6. Interestingly
enough, studies on human subjects are corroborated by others on animal life (see [7]
for instance) and it became in the recent years such a prominent concern that
the noise/health relation even has a dedicated scientific journal a). Regurlarly,
the World Health Organisation has been releasing reports and sets of guidelines
concerning noise exposure and the afferent annoyance8,9. Year after year, these
reports and studies shaped both research projects and laws on environmental and
transport noise10,11. The different approaches to mitigate noise received a lot of
attention lately and the subject interests many researchers around the world. This
thesis though, despite including elements of sound packages design, does not directly
discuss or address the question of noise absorption. This first paragraph is intended
to give the eager reader the main references (legal or scientific) to satisfy his curiosity
on this subject before turning to the actual topic of this thesis and the discussion
about noise ends with this sentence.

Since the beginning of the doctoral project, work and discussions were focused on
the smallest, least controlled elements of sound packages: the interfaces between the
different components. Better design of sound absorbers will eventually come with
a better understanding of the media involved but also with an improved knowledge
of the global topology once built. Indeed, interfaces are inherent by-products of the
assembly process and cannot be characterised or even properly described ex situ.
Their nature depends both on the bonding technique and the media asides which
implies rethinking the physical description for each technique and set of media.
Finally, the inevitable uncertainties on surface roughness and state of the bond
imply reasoning about interface-induced effects in terms of probabilities.

Most sound packages feature multiple layers of absorbing media arranged and
tuned towards objectives in terms of weight and efficiency. Of these layers, some
are thick and responsible for most of the absorption and others, thinner, serve aes-

a. Noise and Health, www.noiseandhealth.org

1

www.noiseandhealth.org
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Figure 1.1 – A noticeable difference exists when a film is present (in orange) or not
(in blue).

thetic or protective purposes12 while still having a strong impact. In Figure 1.1 for
instance, the absorption coefficient is increased by simply adding a film on the slab
of poroelastic material (PEM). Years passing, the global understanding of material
behaviour improves and it is now possible to analyse precisely many of the phenom-
ena at play inside each layer. In the scope of acoustics, propagation of waves in a
wide range of media used in absorbers has been studied and accurate models have
have been published for simple and complex systems13. Moreover, an important
effort has been made to improve accuracy and repeatability of characterisation for
most parameters and material classes14–19. The outcomes of this endeavour are
twofold: the community designing sound packages now know the bounds within
which their techniques and designs are accurate, and it can start working on better
models to describe the behaviour of sound packages, including the bonding lay-
ers. Closing a certain number of pores, these layers have a strong impact on the
performance of the finished package and it is thus essential to include them in the
simulations during the design process.

Another topology of absorbers emerged in the recent years which consists in
periodically embedding inclusions in a poroelastic matrix. These structured mate-
rials (sometimes referred to as meta-poroelastic materials) lately received attention
from a growing community20–26. These systems are engineered to overcome the
quarter-wavelength limitation which induces that most absorbers are the most ef-
ficient for wavelengths four times as large as the thickness of the absorber. These
new designs can be tuned to behave as so-called sub-wavelength absorbers with
the potential ability to absorb low frequencies but also over a rather wide range
of frequencies and angles. The global design paradigm of such absorbers is based
on pattern repetition and a carefully tuned unit cell. These new solutions are not
free from the use of films as they need protection as well; it is then still required to
account for the coatings in the simulations and to characterise them.
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1.1 Films and interfaces

All systems discussed above share two aspects in particular, they comprise:
— elements small with respect to the dimensions of the system (coatings, in-

clusions, etc.);
— interface zones between their components.
Small scale details and interface zones lead to the same effects: an uncertain

characterisation process and a dramatic increase in terms of computational power
in order to be correctly accounted for.

The first of these effects has been studied for years and although teams are
working to improve characterisation techniques for small elements15,19, it remains
a challenging topic. Indeed, the small size of the elements at play combines with
several rather extreme or at least unusual ranges for the value of their parameters
which leads to inaccurate characterisation. It tends to be a challenging task to
properly characterise these elements given that accessing them is often a destructive
process. To illustrate, consider the bonding of a thin coating on a PEM slab. It
is difficult to tell with certainty if there is an actual bond all over the considered
surface, moreover, the junction may wear out with time. There hardly exists any
way to predict the type of bond at a given time even though it may have a strong
effect on the acoustic behaviour.

The second effect depends both on the type of system and the method chosen to
compute the acoustic response. Two main kinds of methods are used to simulate the
response of acoustic systems in the industry: mesh-based approaches such as the
Finite Element Method (FEM) and its variants & transfer matrix-based methods
(TMM). Thin features and interface zones are challenging for both these types
of techniques for different reasons. On the one hand, TMM and related tools
are limited to very simple, mostly plane, geometries13,27,28 with some works on
extending their scope to slightly more complex panels (see29,30 for instance). These
methods are able to account for inclusions in the layer only through homogenisation
which does not allow to account for all effects. On the other hand, discretised cost
of the mesh-based approaches increases dramatically when the mesh has to adapt
to geometrical details which puts large systems with chiselled geometry mostly out
of reach. Of the attempts to find a general framework dealing with both large and
detailed systems none have given convincing enough results and when it comes to
systems where a small zone (e.g. and embedded foil) must be particularly refined
the cost still goes up dramatically.

This second effect actually renders the simulation of the behaviour of thin fea-
tures even harder. Indeed, the models being rather inefficient in these cases, the
classical tools to assess the effects of uncertainties such as Monte Carlo methods
become impractical.
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1.2 Research contributions

The work performed over the past two years mainly contributed to numerical
methods and computational physics. Two of the appended publications describe
new computational methods to model systems where small elements embedded in
large domains tend to drive the mesh refinement up. Paper ?? presents a technique
to account for complex inclusions in a periodic medium without having to mesh
any component but the core of the unit cell potentially including a rather complex
inclusion. In this work, the external fluid and the thin coatings are removed from
the meshed model and accounted for using a transfer matrix approach. Paper ??
describes a strategy to couple two mesh-based methods with different advantages.
The FEM is combined with the Discontinuous Galerkin Method with Plane Waves31
(PWDGM) to benefit both from the geometric adaptability of the former and the
efficiency at large scales of the latter. The proposed solution is a hybrid method
that can be used to efficiently protect small scale elements using FEM in large
domain modelled with PWDGM.

Paper ?? slightly differs as it investigates a simplified model for thin acoustic
screens. This work allows to reduce the number of parameters and identify the most
important physical phenomena taking place within the screens. It can be seen as a
generalisation of the model of screens as pressure jumps proposed by Pierce32.

1.3 Thesis organisation

This thesis is organised in two parts presenting first a summary of the work per-
formed over the past few years followed by a set of three peer-reviewed publications
describing more in detail the methods discussed in the first part.

It starts with a few pages of introduction on the Finite Element Method (FEM)
and the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) that are used throughout the thesis. Fol-
lows a condensed presentation of the poroelastic modelling literature and a discus-
sion on a simplified model for porous screens supported by Paper ??. Then comes
two chapters on innovative hybrid methods allowing to efficiently account for thin
features and details. This part introduces papers ?? and ??, the key points, main
steps and most important results. The last chapter concludes the summary pro-
viding insights about the upcoming tasks. The appended publications are specially
re-typeset for inclusion in this thesis in order to propose a consistent reading experi-
ence. The content obviously remains unchanged compared to the version submitted
to the journals although the figures are re-exported to fit better with the overall
aspect of this document (colours are unchanged and so are line styles). Paper ??
being already published, the editor’s version is added as appendix ?? for reference.
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1.4 Notation and time conventions

Notations differing between the appended papers, it was chosen to keep the
mathematical developments in the papers unchanged but to propose a unified ver-
sion in the introductory section. The following rules are observed throughout the
first part:

— The complex variable is denoted by j through the entire thesis and the
papers;

— Matrices are denoted by bold capital letters: A, BFEM , C2;
— Vectors are denoted by bold lower case letters: n, xFEM , b2;
— When space is scarce, partial derivatives (e.g. ∂

∂x ) are condensed (e.g. ∂x).
Also, in all this document (including the appended papers), a positive time

convention (ejωt) is adopted.





Part I

Work summary





Chapter 2

A brief introduction to Finite-Element
and Transfer Matrix Methods

Almost this entire thesis is about methods to compute the acoustic response of
systems. This first chapter is thought as a rough introduction to two methods used
throughout the document and central to the doctoral work: the Finite-Element
Method (FEM) and the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM). The reader new to either
of these tools should receive in the following pages enough information to under-
stand the approach of each method towards wave propagation modelling and read
through the remainder of the document. The more experienced reader is advised
to read the following sections as well since they contain important information un-
derlying the choice of notations and presentation of the formalism of the methods.

These sections are a condensed overview that doesn’t go into details. The reader
shall to refer back to the literature for a more detailed discussion.

2.1 Boundary operators for FEM

This section provides a quick introduction to concepts and equations account-
ing for boundaries in FEM while a more thorough discussion about the complete
method is available in the literature (see for instance [33]).

The way FEM solves a problem consists in re-expressing its governing equa-
tion(s) under a weak form. Setting the problem on a 2D domain Ω circled with a
boundary δΩ assumed sufficiently regular, the general weak form writes:

∫
Ω

a(f , δf) dΩ +
∫
Ω

L(δf) dΩ +
∫
δΩ

b(δxf , δyf)δf dΓ = 0, ∀δf ∈ V ′, (2.1)

where V is a Hilbert space in which the primary variables f live and δf are the
so-called test fields which belong to the dual of V. The integrands represent re-
spectively, the reaction of the medium (with the bilinear function a that depends

9
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on fields and their spatial derivatives), the inner volume forces function L and the
interface relations b (also referred to as the secondary variables in the following).

The FEM has been adapted to different types of media and an abundant litera-
ture is devoted to the advances in the field. Within the scope of this licentiate, the
discussion will only alter the interface operators (i.e. the last term of (2.1)) and the
secondary variables. Within this thesis, only two classes of media are considered:
fluids and PEMs.

Many references discuss about the former (see [33] for instance) and generally
use the pressure p as primary variable while the secondary chosen as the displace-
ment or the velocity. Here, the following expression is used:∫

b(∂xf , ∂yf) dΓ =
∫
δp
∇p · n

jωρ dΓ, (2.2)

where ρ denotes the medium density and ∇p · n the normal derivative of p.
On the other hand, the chosen PEM model represents a medium with both a

solid phase and a fluid one, dynamically coupled (the latter is sometimes called
interstitial). Several works in the literature proposed weak forms suited for these
media34–36, all using at least two primary variables (compared to the single variable
in the fluid case). The present thesis uses the so-called {us, p} mixed formulation
introduced in 199834, with the solid displacement us and interstitial pressure p as
primary variables. The corresponding boundary operator then writes:∫

b(∂xf , ∂yf) dΓ =
∫
δus · [σt · n] dΓ +

∫
δp[w · n] dΓ, (2.3)

where δus and δp are the solid displacement and pressure test fields, σt is the total
stress tensor, w is the relative (fluid/solid) displacement field and n the outward
normal to the considered interface.

Concerning the complete FEM, one must keep in mind that it is actually a
resolution scheme for the said weak-forms. More specifically, FEM is a numerical
method meant to be implemented and to this end, the continuous weak-form (2.1)
needs to be rewritten in a discrete form. This process is discussed thoroughly in [33]
amongst others and the remainder of this section just give enough information
for the reader to grasp the general concept. The discretisation process starts by
spreading, over the whole computational domain, a set of points (so-called nodes)
at which the solution will eventually be computed. A partition of the domain is
then introduced by connecting these dots and forming the so-called elements (non-
overlapping sub-domains). This net of inter-connected dots forms the mesh and
its generation must obey a few rules that are omitted here for conciseness (in a
nutshell, they concern the sizes and shapes of elements as well as the density of the
mesh37). Between the dots (or more precisely), along the edges of the mesh, the
fields are approximated using a set of so-called shape functions (often polynomials)
that, combined, are supposed to give and approximation close enough to the target
field. On the implementation side, the following steps happen:
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— split the integrals of (2.1) into a sum of integrals over the elements;
— replace the continuous fields by approximating them and their derivatives

using the shape functions;
— rewrite the sum of integrals as a linear system by evaluating terms for each

element and using the value of fields at the nodes as unknowns;
The final equation of the FEM method is then a simple and rather sparse linear

system that is left to solve:

Af = b, (2.4)

where A comes from the first part of (2.1) and b from the surface integral, f being
the unknown nodal values of the fields.

2.2 TMM in a flash

The Transfer Matrix Method is essential to both papers ?? and ?? and the
present section introduces its formalism. The typical problem to be solved with the
TMM is composed of several layers of different thicknesses and media such as the
one presented on Figure 2.1.

M ′
1 M1

d1

M ′
2 M2

d2

M ′
NMN

dNdN−1

x

0 z
…θ

Figure 2.1 – Multiple layers of different media are stacked along the z axis. The
objective is to compute the acoustic response of the overall system.

The usual TMM approach works on a layer per layer basis and is based upon
rewriting the whole propagation problem under a matrix form. For each layer, the
fields are gathered in a so-called state vector s(M), M being a point along the
thickness direction. Note that each layer i has a point M ′i on the left side and Mi

on the right one. The objective is then to relate the value of s on both sides of the
multi-layer by transferring the value of sN (MN ) through the system. To this end,
two kinds of matrix operators are needed:

— one to cross the inter-layer boundaries and pass from M ′i+1 to Mi;
— one to transfer the fields from Mi to M ′i inside each layer.
The literature has examples of how to derive these matrices (see for instance [13,

14, 27, 38, 39]). In the present thesis, the discussion is focused on the second kind of
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operator (that acts inside a given layer). The interface operator is out of the scope
of this thesis and is not directly referenced by any of the papers. Its evaluation,
even if it mainly consists in rewriting the boundary conditions, may present some
challenges when the numbers of fields on both sides do not correspond. The reader
is advised to refer back to chapter 11 of [13] for a more thorough discussion.

In this thesis, the derivation of the matrix that transfers the state vector between
the two sides of a given layer is performed using of the so-called Stroh formalism.
Namely, it consists in rewriting the equations governing the propagation through
the layer as a 1st order differential equation along the z direction:

∂s(z)
∂z

= αs(z), (2.5)

where α is the co-called state matrix abstracting all the physics and complexity of
wave propagation. Note that, as its derivation can be found in the literature38,40,41,
this matrix is never directly derived in this document. In the scope of this thesis,
only the state matrix for an isotropic poroelastic layer is to be used (in paper ??)
and it can be found in appendix A.1 of [28] or in equation (3.3). Other media have
also been described and the reader is advised to refer back to the remainder of [28]
for isotropic media or [39] for anisotropic poroelastic material.

Solving equation (2.5) between z = 0 and z = d leads to the following type of
solution based on a matrix exponential:

s(0) = exp(−dα)s(d) = T (d)s(d). (2.6)

where T (d) is the transfer matrix for a layer of thickness d.
To compute the response for the entire system, the state vectors of the different

layers are stacked and the matrices (for the layers and interfaces) are arranged
to form a global linear system. As said, special attention must be paid to the
dimension of the interface matrices that are generally not symmetric and often not
square depending on the length of the state vectors they link. These aspects, as
well as the discussion on how to account for the backing condition and extract
indicators, are beyond the scope of this introduction and omitted. The reader may
find more information in [13].

As a concluding remark to this section, it is important to understand that the
usual TMM has some intrinsic drawbacks related to instabilities of the matrix expo-
nentials. Some have proposed fixes for this issue and amongst them is the Recursive
Method28,42 that uses an iterative procedure to transfer a so-called information vec-
tor and re-derive the state vector from it. A reference implementation has recently
been published online a. All “TMM” results presented in the following are actually
generated using this alternative approach. Results from paper ?? also have been
implemented into this piece of software by directly inserting the simplified transfer
matrix.

a. PyMLS, https://github.com/cpplanes/pymls, documentation in progress

https://github.com/cpplanes/pymls


Chapter 3

Modelling acoustic screens

This chapter reflects on the modelling of acoustic screens and more generally on
poroelastic materials. As discussed in the introduction, foams, fibrous media and
films are the main components of modern absorbers and their modelling usually
relies on the Biot’s theory and its extensions.

As the previous chapter, the present one is not intended to be exhaustive but
gives some background information on the modelling of poroelastic media and the
equations upon which paper ?? relies. Again, the reader is advised to refer back
to the literature for a more thorough discussion, starting with the widely adopted
book Propagation of sound in porous media by Allard & Atalla13.

3.1 Modelling poroelastic media: Biot model and alternates

Developed initially for seismic media, the Biot model was introduced in the
1950’s by M.A. Biot43,44. The first version already included a model for the elas-
tic frame deformation and some viscous effects in the pores. A refined including
anisotropic media and some relaxation effects was published few years later.45 This
theory is meant to model open-porosity biphasic media comprising:

— a solid skeleton;
— an all-connected fluid phase.
This model is semi-phenomenological ans is designed for a limited (albeit di-

verse) class of materials. At the time this theory was introduced, other models for
sound absorbing materials existed. Apart from Lord Rayleigh’s interest towards
propagation in tubes and porous media at the end of the XIXth century, Zwikker
and Kosten published a book named Sound Absorbing Materials46 as early as 1949.
This pioneering work describes the propagation of waves through media with cylin-
drical pores, including part of the viscous and thermal interactions between the
solid and fluid phases. Since the 1980s, an important research effort has been de-
voted to the improvement of the acoustic description of porous media having a

13
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very stiff frame. Over the years, several models emerged accounting for evermore
complex geometries of pores47–53 and additional effects they tend to trigger.

In the present thesis, the {us,ut} formulation of the Biot’s equations is used40.
This formulation expresses the propagation through the fluid and solid phases
through the description of the solid displacement us and the so-called total dis-
placement ut (a porosity-based average of the displacements of the fluid and solid
phases). The equations for this alternative formulation write:

σ̂ij,j = −ω2ρ̃su
s
i − ω2ρ̃eqγ̃u

t
i, −p,i = −ω2ρ̃eqγ̃u

s
i − ω2ρ̃equ

t
i, (3.1)

σ̂ij = Â∇ · usδij + 2Nεij , p = −K̃eq∇ · ut. (3.2)
These equations use the Einstein convention for summation over repeated indices
and the different parameters are:

— the interstitial pressure p;
— the in-vacuo stress and strain tensors σ̂ and ε;
— the dynamic and solid phase densities ρ̃eq and ρ̃s;
— the dynamic compressibility K̃eq;
— the two Lamé coefficients Â and N ;
— a fluid/solid coupling term γ̃.

3.2 Challenge of films

As discussed in the introduction, films and screens are challenging. Generally
porous, with a thin elastic frame, they trigger important effects in terms of acous-
tic response that may be difficult to control and model. Indeed, due to their small
thickness (generally in the 0.1 to 1mm range, mostly under 0.5mm), these elements
are easily stretched and pre-stressed during the bonding process with backing sys-
tem and may be difficult to characterise.

In the recent years, some teams worked to improve the understanding of these
components, their modelling12 and their characterisation15,19. The strategies to
account for films are numerous, ranging from simple equivalent fluid models with
motionless frame to models for perforated plates including viscous losses and the
so-called vena contracta effect54 all the way up to complete biphasic Biot-based
models43,55. While the simplest models tend to overlook some of the resonant
effects, the latter are meant to account for complex couplings between the solid and
fluid phases and to some extent one may wonder if accounting for such phenomena
in thin films is relevant (or even if they actually occur).

Paper ?? is about simplifying the model for the special case of acoustic screens
and porous films; the benefits are twofold:

— reduce the amount of parameters and equations needed;
— better understand which part of the physics dominates.

The first of these advantages fits especially well with the need for smaller, sim-
pler models if one wants to account efficiently for the randomness of the physical
parameters in the future.
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The two upcoming sections present the development of a simplified model for
acoustic screens and its validation. This work is also presented in length in paper ??.
While some may argue that such a model is not essential since the computation
of the complete Biot’s model with TMM is not extremely costly, it is deemed
interesting to provide a model keeping only the most important contributions while
excluding a few equations and terms. Finally, the model described in this chapter
can be used in conjunction with the method presented in section 4.1 and paper ??
to account for coatings on meta-poroelastic laminates.

The problem considered is composed of a single layer of poroelastic material
of thickness d � 1. According to section 2.2, one way to model the propagation
through the layer is to use the TMM, the transfer matrix expression being given
by equation (2.6): T (d) = exp(−dα). As the thickness is considered known, only
the α remains to determine and it can be taken from the literature (see appendix
A.1 of [28]):

−dα = −d



0 0 0 jkx
Â
P̂

jkxγ̃ − Â
2−P̂ 2

P̂
k2
x − ρ̃ω2

0 0 0 1
P̂

0 jkx
Â
P̂

0 0 0 0 − 1
K̃eq

+ k2
x

ρ̃eqω2 −jkxγ̃
jkx −ρsω2 −ρ̃eqγ̃ω2 0 0 0
0 ρ̃eqγ̃ω

2 ρ̃eqω
2 0 0 0

1
N jkx 0 0 0 0


.

(3.3)
This matrix is central to the proposed approach and the simplifications per-

formed are described in the following section.

3.3 Simplifying the transfer matrix

The core simplification of paper ?? relies both on the facts that the considered
thickness of the coating is small (d� 1) and that the solution of (2.5) is a transfer
matrix written as a matrix exponential which can easily be expanded. Indeed,
considering (2.5) and d� 1 yields:

T (d) = exp(−dα) d�1−−−→ T (d) = I − dα+ O(d2). (3.4)

It is very important that the reader understand what a change of paradigm
this expansion induces. Indeed, the whole physical description of the propagation
through the layer gets hereby replaced by a simple jump in value for each of the
considered fields between the two faces proportional to the thickness d. A pressure
jump approach had already been suggested by Pierce (see section 3-8 of [32]) and
the present work extends this approach to all the fields in the layers while providing
a mathematical justification for this approximation.
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The value jumps (i.e. alteration) for all fields then depend only on d and the
state matrix α presented in (3.3) which the remainder of paper ?? intends to sim-
plify. In this last part, a few hypotheses are presented along with their underlying
justifications that help removing the most negligible terms from α. Note that the
approximations are just listed here and the reader is advised refer back to the paper
for details. The proposed simplifications rely on the following assumptions:

— Neglect change of shape of the solid phase (us(0) ≈ us(d)) as justified by a
evaluation of the order of magnitude of the different terms. This clears lines
2 and 6 of T but the diagonal terms;

— Decouple shear and compression stresses to remove T14 and T41;
— Ignore the influence of interstitial pressure on in-vacuo stresses and suppress
T15;

— Neglect the coupling of tangential solid displacement & total normal dis-
placement to cancel T36.

Moreover, it is proposed to neglect the tortuosity effects in the film. Indeed,
these coatings are very thin and tortuosity has an effect that builds up with the
propagation through the material. Neglecting tortuosity effects is performed by
setting α̃∞ ≈ 1 as if all the pores were perfectly circular and none slanted. This
simplification decreases by one the number of needed parameters and allows writing
more condensed versions of the equivalent density and compressibility:

ρ̃eq ≈
ρ0

φ
+ σ

jω
, K̃eq ≈

γ0P0

φ
.

Note that the σ/jω is similar to what was introduced by Pierce32 and that it will
only be preponderant at low frequencies. Higher in the spectrum, the second terms
eventually takes over and acts as a corrective factor to account for inertial effects.

The resulting transfer matrix for the so-called screen model to be compared
to (3.3) reads:

− dα′ = −d



0 0 0 0 0 − Â
2−P̂ 2

P̂
k2
x − ρ̃ω2

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 − 1

K̃eq
+ k2

x

ρ̃eqω2 0
0 −ρ̃sω2 −ρ̃eqγ̃ω2 0 0 0
0 ρ̃eqγ̃ω

2 ρ̃eqω
2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0


.

(3.5)

3.4 Testing the simplifications

Given how many simplifications are introduced, some discrepancies are ex-
pected. Firstly, at grazing incidence, the path travelled by the wave through the
layer is much longer and it tends to break the d � 1 hypothesis. Secondly, it
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underlies this chapter (and is stated clearly in the paper) that the simplifications
require that kd� 1 with k each of the wavenumbers at play, which implies that at
high frequencies some discrepancies may appear. Finally, since a large part of the
coupled effects were left out, the resonances of the complete system (where such
coupled phenomena have a strong impact) may trigger errors when the simplified
model is used.

a)

z

x

θ

b)

z

x

θ

Figure 3.1 – Configurations used to test the model, the screen (darker shade) is a)
laid on a rigid backing; or b) added to a PEM on a rigid backing.

For testing purposes, the model is implemented and used to simulate the config-
urations shown on Figure 3.1) for a woven and a non-woven film. The error metric
used is:

ε = |αscreen − αbiot|, (3.6)
with αscreen and αbiot the absorption coefficients computed using the proposed
screen model or full Biot-JCA (Johnson-Champoux-Allard) one respectively. The
tests are performed for incidence angles ranging from 0° to 89° and frequency in
the [10, 4000] Hz interval. The results are shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 – Evolution of the relative error in the (f, θ) plane. Two films are used,
the first column (a. & c.) uses a non woven film, the second (b. & d.) a woven
one. Similarly, two backing conditions are tested, the one of Figure 3.1.a for the
first line(a. & b.) and of Figure 3.1.b for the second (c. & d.).

In Figure 3.2, it is clearly seen that the proposed simplifications lead to results
close to those of the complete model. Moreover, while the different expected dis-
crepancies are observed but no other is observed. In all figures, it is observed that
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near grazing incidence, the error increases. This effect corresponds to a limit of the
thin layer assumption as explained at the beginning of the section. On the second
line of Figure 3.2, for a configuration featuring a backing PEM and resonances, it
is observed (as expected) that the error rises whenever a resonance exists. Some
errors build up when the frequency increases which can be explained by the sup-
pression of most tortuosity effects and the modification of the dynamic density and
compressibility.

Despite these discrepancies, the error remains low over the considered parame-
ters space and the proposed model seems promising for future applications.



Chapter 4

Modelling thin layers:
Bloch waves, FEM and TMM coupling

As explained in the introduction, thin and permeable coatings are very common
components of sound packages. Their modelling can be challenging as discussed
in the next section and there is a need for more efficient ways to include them in
numerical models. In the present chapter, a methodology for this task is presented
and its application to meta-poroelastic laminates is demonstrated.

4.1 On meshing thin layers

core

coatings

∞ ∞

Figure 4.1 – A generic model for
acoustic absorbers. There can be
multiple coatings.

The most widely used sound package design
is similar to the one presented in Figure 4.1.
This type of panel usually comprises a rather
thick core and topped with a set of thin coat-
ings and both these components have multiple
effects.

The latters mostly have an impact at low
frequencies, increasing absorption and trigger-
ing a resonant behaviour. They are used for
aesthetic and protective reasons. By changing
the boundary condition at the surface of the ab-
sorber, they influence the type of coupling oc-
curring between the different physical fields hence acting in favour of specific types
of propagation phenomena.

The former, i.e. the core, is responsible for the main absorption effect and it has
been described extensively over the last years. Nowadays, many teams work on im-
proving and tuning the core behaviour. Both the properties of the bulk (most of the
time a poroelastic material, PEM) and the potential inclusions received attention.
This second possibility consists in periodically embedding diffracters in the matrix,

19
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thus creating meta-poroelastic materials with specific, tunable properties. Such a
tuning is of great interest for many applications and can be achieved by changing
the period, geometry or properties of the inclusions. As these new materials appear
to be a promising solution to noise disturbances, they received considerable atten-
tion and a large set of inclusions designs have been proposed. In Figure 4.2 some
of these inclusions geometries, taken from the literature, are presented to stress the
fact that their design may be complex and that this trait tends to increase with
time.

… …

Shells: Weisser et al., JASA 2016
Cylinders: Groby et al., JASA 2009

… …

Boutin, JASA 2013
Groby et al., JASA 2015

… …

Lagarrigue et al., JASA 2013

Figure 4.2 – Different kinds of inclusions from the literature (not exhaustive). De-
tails are to be found in [20, 22, 24, 56, 57].

Different techniques to model such materials have been proposed over the years,
all coming with their advantages and drawbacks. In this work, the results from the
proposed method were compared to those from the Multiple Scattering Theory.
This other approach was originally introduced by Záwiška to get semi-analytical
solutions for the diffraction of electromagnetic waves58 by an array of diffrac-
ters (cylinders at that time). It was later transferred to the acoustic domain by
Twersky59 and has since been used for several cases20,22,56,60,61. The main draw-
back to this approach is that it requires complex calculations and thus is limited
to rather simple geometries for the inclusions. Another potential limitation is that
the resolution implies evaluating slowly converging series which can be a challenge
in itself.

A different strategy, widely adopted by both industrials and academics, consists
in using FEM and periodic boundary conditions to model an infinite repetition of a
given unit cell. This approach was used, for example, to simulate the behaviour of
resonators in a PEM matrix20,21,57, the main advantage being that it can seamlessly
adapt to most geometries of inclusion and core. On the other hand, an important
issue arises from the meshing of the coating layers that tend to be rather costly.
Indeed, FEM requires a mesh to be generated over the whole computation domain
and to limit loss of accuracy it is wise to avoid distorting the elements. Given that
several elements in the film thickness are required to account for all physical phe-
nomena at play, the coatings have to be very finely meshed. To prevent distortion,
the mesh generators will gradually decrease the size of the elements before and
after the coatings (see Figure 4.3) which in turn increases the size of the system to
solve. Two zones are observed on both sides of the coating where the gradual mesh
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refinement adaptation occurs.
The method discussed in this section aims at alleviating the problem of meshing

thin layers embedded laid on the surface of rather large domains. It was designed
mainly to be used for the simulation of periodic arrays of unit cells and to resolve
the Bloch scattered field. The method will be presented on the generic problem
depicted on Figure 4.4. In this particular case, the system is a unit cell of width
D, excited by a unit plane wave travelling at a given angle θ of a thin film laid on
the surface of the cell. The other side is either backed by a rigid surface or bears
another film before a semi-infinite fluid medium. The goal is to determine the
amplitude coefficients Ri and Ti of the reflected and transmitted when the system
in impinged by a plane wave.

The method is extensively described in paper ?? and the discussion proposed
hereinafter only recalls the main steps and their impact. In the current section,
only the reflection case is discussed and section 2.4 of paper ?? describes how to
extend the approach to transmission problems.

The key idea of the method is to transfer unknown reflection and transmission
coefficients through the coatings and add them (and the corresponding equations)
to the FEM linear system.

4.2 Modification of the FE linear system

In the current section the key aspects of the coupling of TMM and FEM to
resolve Bloch fields scattered by meta-poroelastic laminates are discussed. The
ultimate goal is to obtain the linear system presented in equation (??) of paper ??:[

A C
C ′ A′

]{
f
q

}
=
{
b
0

}
,+
{
b0
b′

}
, (4.1)

Figure 4.3 – An example of domain with an inserted thin element meshed to get
three layers of elements in the thickness of the thin layer. This constraint drives
the number of elements up on each sides.
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where A, b and f are respectively the assembled global matrix from FEM, forcing
vector and solution vector. The alteration of the original pure FEM system comes
from the inclusion of additional unknowns q, the coupling matrices C and C ′ as
well as the combination matrix A′ and additional forcing vectors b′ and b0. This
equation (4.1) is derived with a few steps:

— identify the additional unknowns to be gathered in q in the incident medium;
— write the interface conditions between the fields in the incident medium and

the first coating layer;
— propagate the unknowns through the coatings and until the interface with

the FE domain;
— determine how these unknowns impact the linear system and derive C;
— balance the system with matrices A′ and C ′.
Conceptually, the first step is the easiest. When considering the problem de-

picted in Figure 4.4, it appears clearly that the added unknowns will come from
the Bloch scattered field in the incident medium. Near the surface of the coating,
the fields are expressed as an infinite sum of Bloch reflections with wavenumbers
depending on the periodicity. Indeed, according to the Bloch-Floquet theorem,
with a unit cell of width D and given a incident wavenumber ki = {kix, kiz}, the
wavenumber kl of the l-th Bloch reflection writes:

klx = kix + 2πl
D
, klz =

√(ω
c

)2
−
(
klx

)2
. (4.2)

Each Bloch mode has an amplitude coefficient Rl which the propose method
intends to compute.

d′

d

D

R−1 R0 R1

T−1 T0 T1

D

R−1 R0 R1

Figure 4.4 – The types of problem considered: a poroelastic core with possible
inclusion and a coating laid either on a rigid backing or with another coating in a
transmission setup.
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Writing the interface conditions between the incident medium and the first
layer of the coating may be less trivial than it seems. In the case of a fluid incident
medium and an elastic first layer, which is the case proposed in paper ??, the
interface conditions are:

— continuity between normal acoustic and elastic displacements;
— continuity as well between pressure and normal stresses;
— nullity of tangential stresses.

but nothing can be deduced on the tangential displacement field. This situation
actually happens for other pairs of media too but is hopefully easily solved.

The idea is then to write the unconstrained fields as a Bloch expansion as well.
Given that Bloch modes form a complete orthogonal basis, it is possible to project
these fields on the modes without loss of generality. The amplitude coefficients in
this new basis are the unknowns to be considered. This is done for the tangential
displacement in the coating around equation (??) of paper ??. Note that the same
manipulation has to be done each time an unconstrained field is introduced in a
layer of the coating.

More generally, all the fields near the first interface in the coating will be ex-
panded the same way so to match the modes of equal order through the interface.

The two sets of additional unknowns (from the incident medium and uncon-
strained fields) will form, in time, the q vector in (4.1). Before being added to the
linear system though, they must be transferred from the incident interface to the
interface shared with FEM using the TMM.

TMM is an inherently harmonic approach and one needs to refer to the superpo-
sition principle to independently transfer the components of the Bloch expansions
before recombining into the complete field on the other side. The underlying hy-
pothesis is that the physical phenomena in the coating are all linear, which allows
to use this so-called modal transfer matrix approach. Computing the transfer ma-
trices can be performed analytically and, even if it requires evaluating a separate
transfer matrix for each mode, this is not a costly process.

The state vector s− at the first interface can formally be written with an incident
and reflected part in a matrix form such as:

s− =
∑
l∈Z

E−δ0le
jki

xx + I−l qle
jkl

xx, (4.3)

An example of expressions for the media-specific matrices E− and I−l can be found
in equation (??) of paper ??.

Following the proposed modal transfer matrix approach, the state vector on the
other side is written similarly as a sum over the Bloch modes:

s+ =
∑
l∈Z

Tl

(
E−δ0le

jki
xx + I−l qle

jkl
xx
)

=
∑
l∈Z

E+δ0le
jki

xx + I+
l qle

jkl
xx, (4.4)

where Tl is the transfer matrix for the mode l as proposed in [62] and the derivation
of E+ and I+

l can be found in the equations (??) to (??) of paper ??.
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The two lasts steps of the proposed approach consist in extending the FEM
linear system itself. This part is discussed in section 2.3 of paper ??, the main
step being to include half the vector s+ in the FEM boundary operator. For a
poroelastic core and an elastic coating, this step uses the stresses from s+ and
includes them in the operator presented in (2.3):

I =
∫

Γ+

δus · [σt · n] dΓ +
∫

Γ+

δp[w · n] dΓ. (4.5)

The continuity conditions through the last interface allow to match the com-
ponents of s+ with fields from the FEM and to transfer finally the additional
unknowns to the FE system.

Some fields from the state vector s+ can be substituted into (4.5) right away
using the continuity conditions through the last interface of the coating. This in-
creases the number of unknowns in the FE solution vector and the added unknowns
are tied to the original ones by a new matrix C.

The deficit of equations induced by adding unknowns to the system is compen-
sated using the components of s+ that were not used in the first substitution (the
displacements for an elastic/PEM interface). In order to add enough equations to
balance the linear system, the second part of the state vector is successively pro-
jected on the different Bloch modes. Thanks to the orthogonality properties of the
complex exponential, the sum is expanded into as many vector equations as it has
terms and these can be added right away to the linear system. One can read the
details of the derivation in equations (??) to (??) of paper ??.

Note that, in order to include all these equations in the FEM domain, it is
required to truncate the infinite Bloch expansion. This truncation leads to a loss of
precision and a rule of thumb taken from the literature is recalled in equation (??)
of paper ?? to serve as a criterion. This final step completes the procedure and
leads to the system presented in (4.1).

The whole method has been implemented in a FE code available online a that
was used to generate the following validation and application cases.

0.
2m

m

20
m

m

D

Figure 4.5 – The test geometry
used for the comparison between a
pure FEM, a TMM and the hybrid
method. For this configuration the
TMM solution is deemed exact.

a. PLANES, https://github.com/OlivierDAZEL/PLANES

https://github.com/OlivierDAZEL/PLANES
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4.3 Validation

Developed mainly to resolve fields in meta-poroelastic systems, the technique
has mainly been tested on such cases. In addition, sanity checks are performed and
presented in paper ?? to assess that no artefact is generated.

A Comparison with a full FEM approach

This first example provides evidence that the proposed approach is more effec-
tive than a pure FEM model with an identical refinement of the mesh in the core.
The test setup is depicted on Figure 4.5 and comprises a PEM slab laid on a rigid
backing with a film on the free surface. The result displayed in Figure 4.6 shows
three curves. With markers, the TMM reference can be considered exact, the two
other graphs are the pure FEM model and the proposed hybrid model. These two
approaches only differ in the way they account for the coating: meshed in the first
case, modelled with transfer matrices in the second.

The mesh was refined simultaneously for both the proposed method and FEM
up to the point that one of them gives results in agreement with the ones from the
TMM. It is observed that while equivalent at low frequencies (i.e. for large wave-
lengths), the models strongly differ at higher frequencies. The proposed method fits
with the TMM up to 5kHz (a slight shift towards high frequencies is observed but
could easily be corrected by refining the mesh) while the pure FEM completely fails
above 1 kHz. This is explained by the under-refinement of the FE mesh: the coarse
mesh in the core combines with an under-refined coating to cripple the computed
response. Increasing the number of elements in the coating would have helped but
also would have driven up the number of elements in the core to prevent mesh
distortion and led to a less efficient resolution.

B Acoustic metamaterials and multiple scattering

Intended to find the coefficients of a Bloch field scattered by a periodic arrange-
ment of 2D cells, this method was ultimately designed for meta-poroelastic systems
such as those shown on Figure 4.2. Section 3.2 of paper ?? is dedicated to compar-
ing results from the proposed method with the state-of-the-art multiple scattering
theory56,59,60 (which leads to a semi-analytical solution).

The two configurations of interest are depicted on Figure 4.7 and are both
adapted from [22, 61]. Configuration 4.7.a) features a set of air-filled rubber shells
while configuration 4.7.b) consists of a periodic array of plain elastic cylinders.
Both configurations are embedded in a poroelastic matrix coated with a thin rubber
layer (which was not the case in the original papers). Results are computed both
in normal and oblique incidence and can be observed in Figure 4.8.

One note that the results from both methods agree almost perfectly on all the
considered frequency range. Some discrepancies can be observed around resonances
but investigations to link them with either of the methods were not conclusive. On
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Figure 4.6 – Comparison between the proposed approach (solid lines) and a pure
FEM approach (dashed lines). A TMM model is used as a reference model (mark-
ers).

one hand, augmenting the number of considered Bloch modes used by the proposed
approach did not give better results; on the other hand, the Multiple scattering
theory makes use of slowly converging series and an early truncation could be the
source of the discrepancy.

4.4 Going further: other media

This method is promising and paves the way for efficient computation of re-
sponses of systems with arrays of complex diffractors embedded in complex matrices
with thin coatings. For testing purposes, only elastic coatings were implemented
and it is known that most coatings are slightly porous12,13. An extension of the
implementation to porous and poroelastic coatings is discussed in order to com-
plete the reference implementation but will not be published except on the code
repository.
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Figure 4.7 – Configurations to be compared to results from the Multiple Scattering
Theory. a) Air-filled rubber shell, b) Elastic cylinder
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Figure 4.8 – Results computed with the Multiple Scattering Theory (markers) and
the proposed approach (lines) for different incidence angles. The graphs correspond
to the configurations in Figure 4.7.





Chapter 5

Protecting small details:
FEM and PWDGM hybrid method

In this second work, presented in paper ?? the coupling of two numerical meth-
ods with different strategies is discussed. The specificities of the two methods make
the resulting hybrid scheme suited for modelling thin details in large domains. As in
the previous section, only the most important steps will be included in the section
while the complete derivation is available in the paper.

The discussion starts by considering a domain split in two subdomains by a
so-called coupling interface Γ as shown in Figure 5.1. The paper and method are
centred on rewriting the interface terms in the most natural way possible from the
point of view of both methods. As FEM as already been introduced in section 2.1,
only the Discontinuous Galerkin Method with Plane Waves (PWDGM) is succinctly
presented.

Γ

Ωe

Vi

Ω

∂Ω\Γ

Figure 5.1 – A computation domain divided by a coupling interface Γ into two sub-
domains modelled by different methods. Meshes from both sides are not necessarily
conforming across Γ.
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5.1 A PWDGM primer

x

y

δθ

Figure 5.2 – An example of basis
used in PWDGM with Nw = 8
waves and the tilt angle δθ.

The PWDGM is a numerical scheme that
proposes a piecewise continuous solution to the
problem. The scheme used here was proposed
by Gabard31 and approximates the fields in each
part of the mesh by a basis of plane waves reg-
ularly distributed over the unit disc (see Fig-
ure 5.2) with control parameters being the num-
ber of waves per element Nw and a tilt angle δθ.

A thorough description of what is the
PWDGM and how to derive the formulation is
discussed in [31] and alternatively in section 2.2
of paper ??. The method starts by rewriting the
governing equations of the time harmonic prob-
lem as a first order matrix partial differential
equation (PDE):

jωsAx
∂s

∂x
+Ay

∂s

∂y
= b (5.1)

where Ax,y are matrices, b is a forcing vector, ω the angular frequency and s the
so-called state vector. For a fluid, this vector writes for example:

s =
{
vx, vy, p

}T
Two elements are particularly important, the first one being that a careful choice

of the space of test functions (namely the solution space of the adjoint problem:
plane waves) allows rewriting the weak form (equation (??) of paper ??) as a sum
of surface integrals on the boundaries of the elements and cancels the volume ones.

A second important point of the PWDGM procedure and particularly relevant
for the coupling with FEM is the way inter-element coupling is enforced. For each
interface, a flux matrix Fe is computed (introduced in equation (??) of paper ??).
Directly linked to the equations to solve, this matrix is used in the rest of the paper
to re-express the state vector s. Indeed, the eigenvectors of the flux matrix span the
space of characteristics of the local PDE. Then, diagonalising the matrix F = PΛQ
allows obtaining the matrix of eigenvectors P and using it to project the state
vector s on the characteristics. The characteristics here are vectors propagating
towards (or from, depending on the sign of the associated eigenvalue) the considered
interface. Note that the diagonalisation of F being performed analytically which
reduces the potential added cost.

The inter-elements coupling is then enforced by projecting the state vector on
the characteristics and setting the outgoing component at each interface from the
incoming one. It appears important to keep this paradigm when coupling the
method with FEM.
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5.2 Coupling strategy

In order to come up with a natural coupling, the derivation starts by giving a
general matrix form for interface conditions between the variables of the FEM (f
and b(∂xf , ∂yf), see section 2.1) and the PWDGM state vector s. Formally, it
leads to equation (??) of paper ??:

C1

{
b(∂xf , ∂yf)

f

}
= C2s. (5.2)

The rest of the procedure consists in expressing b and the outgoing part of s as
a combination of the FEM fields f and the incoming part of the PWDGM state
vector. This process obviously uses the decomposition of s on the characteristics
to extract the outgoing component and is presented in equations (??) to (??) of
paper ??.

The integrals governing the shared interface are then rewritten by inserting
the expression of b(∂xf , ∂yf) and the modified state vector s (see equation (??)
of paper ??) in the global weak form. This leads to a linear system of the form
presented in equation (??) of paper ??:[

AF +CF CF/D
CD/F AD +CD

]{
f̃
s̃

}
=
{
bF
bD

}
, (5.3)

where f̃ and s̃ are the vectors of unknowns after discretisation, AF and AD the
unmodified assembled matrices from the FEM and PWDGM in their domains, and
all C are mostly sparse coupling matrices from the proposed hybridisation.

5.3 Validation

Validation of the FEM/PWDGM coupling is oriented towards two main points:
— validate the convergence properties of the hybrid method;
— check how the properties of each individual method transfer to the hybrid.

The present section is focused on these checks whereas another less academic ex-
ample can be found in section 4.3 of paper ??. The results section of paper ?? also
discusses more thoroughly the different validation experiments.

A Convergence properties

The convergence properties of FEM are well-known and have been studied for
decades33. This first test aims at testing that, provided the PWDGM is refined
enough, the hybrid method behaves similarly to FEM.

To this end, consider a rather narrow tube closed on one end by a rigid boundary
and on the other by a piston oscillating at a given frequency with a unit velocity.
The inner cavity is split in half, one domain being mapped to FEM and the other
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to PWDGM. Note that none of the tests performed indicates that the order of the
methods could be important.

This first test consists in gradually increasing the number of elements in the
FEM domain for four different number of waves in the PWDGM bases and three
different δθ angles (of which only the first one is aligned with the tube). This way,
ability of FEM to bring the error down when refined is challenged, as well as the
behaviour of PWDGM when changing the tilt angle. One can infer that the error
will go up when the wave basis is sparse (low number of waves) and misaligned
with the main axis of the tube. The results are presented in Figure 5.4.

The convergence rate is measured from the slope of the curves presented in
Figure 5.4 which must be as close as possible to the slope of the reference (pure
FEM) dashed curve. It is observed that, as soon as the waves are correctly aligned
and/or the number of waves in the basis is sufficiently large, the convergence of
the method is similar to the one of pure FEM. It seems as well that, when the
number of waves is not large enough, some kind of plateau effect is observed. This
is explained by the fact that when the waves are not able to represent the field of
interest, they trigger an error which is dominating the one introduced by FEM no
matter how refined it is.

More tests were performed on this set-up and the results are reported in section
4.2 of paper ??.

B Dispersion properties

PWDGM is known to have some privileged directions31 due to the repartition
of the waves in the basis. To assess the existence of such a property in the hybrid
method and characterise its dispersion properties, it is proposed to use the set-up
displayed in Figure 5.5. A square domain is divided in two sub-domains along the
x axis and a plane wave impinges the domain at a given angle θi ∈ [0, 2π]. The
resulting field is compared to the analytic result and plotted with respect to θi for
different numbers of waves. Note that there is no need to alter the tilt angle in this
experiment since the field to model is already rotating around the test domain.

Part of the results are shown in Figure 5.6 whereas the full analysis is to be
read in section 4.1 of paper ??. In the figure, it is seen that, when the number of
waves is low, the error rises and dips along with the field aligning with one of the
wave of the basis, which corresponds to the usual PWDGM behaviour. For higher
number of waves, one may conjecture that the error introduced by the PWDGM in

v=0v=1

1m

0.1m1 2

Figure 5.3 – The test
domain used to asses
the convergence proper-
ties of the method.
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Figure 5.4 – Convergence curves when refining the FEM mesh for different number
of waves in the basis and different tilt angles δθ (less and less aligned)
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Figure 5.5 – Setup used for the
dispersion analysis. The exci-
tation is applied on all external
boundary simultaneously.

its sub-domain diminishes and at some point, the FEM-generated error takes over
and dominates the overall error at all angles.

In the light of these results it appears that the error of the hybrid method
is at best the one of the least precise method. This means that, although not
creating artefacts, the coupling does not alleviate the intrinsic issues of the methods.
However, the refinement rules and strategies existing for both methods stay valid
and one may rely on previous knowledge and experience for both of the methods.
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A possible strategy to use the hybrid is to model the entire domain with
PWDGM, taking advantage of its ability to work over large elements, and protect
only the small features having complex geometry with FEM patches. This strategy
allows protecting thin details while keeping an efficient computational technique for
the rest of the domain.
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100
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4 waves 8 waves 10 waves

Figure 5.6 – Error plot for the dispersion analysis case with different number of
waves at f = 1000 Hz. The FE mesh refinement is chosen for the method to
converge. The pure PWDGM reference is plotted in dashed lines.



Chapter 6

Continuation

Along this kappa were presented the preliminary works for a doctoral project of
a much broader scope, hence the term "Continuation" instead of the usual "Con-
clusion". This presentation remains very general at all times on purpose, leaving
the detailed discussion to the actual papers. This last chapter intends to give more
context to the work performed and particularly to introduce two sets of future de-
velopment: one directly extending the papers and one towards the main goal set
for the PhD.

6.1 Research never ends

The approaches proposed in this thesis have various advantages over previously
existing techniques within certain hypotheses. At a certain level though, they could
all be improved or studied further to gain either in generality or usability.

Paper ?? helps understand which are the most important effects from the Biot
theory to be considered when accounting for a film. The developments in the
paper allow getting a simpler transfer matrix and question the use of the dynamic
tortuosity as a parameter for acoustic screens. However, its scope remains rather
narrow because of the hypotheses it is built upon and the lack of discussions of the
up- and downstream effects. The interface zone between films and the surrounding
media are of the most complicated in the realm of sound absorbers. Discussions with
other researchers and industrials stressed the fact that films are often themselves
coated (in paint or dust for instance) and that it strongly modifies the dynamics
of propagation. Modelling such effects can either be seen as part of the PhD or an
interesting side-project, but will require anyway an important set of experimental
data to go further. Proposing new bonding techniques to maintain the acoustic
behaviour of such elements in situ seems to be also an useful task to pursue as the
current ones strongly impact the porosity and flow resistivity parameters.

Paper ?? started as a neat technique to account for Bloch scattering in a FEM
code and ended as a way to account for an arbitrary number of thin layers coating

35
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a rather large and intricate FEM domain. It could be said that coupling with FEM
ensures a kind of generality through the wide adoption of this technique but some
more is to be found for this paper by extending the approach to other methods.
Using the PWDGM as a resolution method for the core would allow modelling larger
domains at reasonable cost and may be change scope to aim at bigger systems, for
instance seismic metamaterials63,64. On a more technical level, such an extension
would also alleviate the need of projecting exponentials on polynomials as it is done
today.

Paper ?? finally was developed and tested only for fluid/fluid coupling though
the proposed formulation does not assume anything on the media in the different
domains. An extension of the reference implement and the associated test suite to
account for coupling between different media is needed. This work, even if mainly
technical, would greatly improve the generality of the method and help it make its
way towards a finished state.

6.2 Towards a PhD and beyond

The complete subject of the doctoral project reads Modelling of thin and im-
perfect interfaces and the work presented in this licentiate thesis can be seen as
preliminary with respect to the entire research plan. This section give some in-
sights on possible tracks for the next years, keeping in mind that all can change
depending on the advances made.

The target for the upcoming months is to come up with strategies to account
for uncertainties on the interface zones (be it geometrical or physical uncertain-
ties). Discussing the properties of the model presented in paper ?? when subject
to random variation of its parameters is for instance the first on the task list. Dur-
ing the end of 2017–2018 winter, a one-month visit to the University of Eastern
Finland (UEF, Kuopio, Finland) sparked discussions about extracting noise mod-
els and identifying uncertainties in signals. These topics compose as well a set
of preliminary studies towards better detection and identification of the effects of
uncertainties on the performance of sound packages.

The physical description of the interface zones is of great interest to eventually
reach the proposed target. Paper ?? can once again be seen as a way to famil-
iarise with mathematical formulations governing thin porous layer. The simulation
of the behaviour of such interfaces is, as for any thin layer, a challenge in itself
especially since uncertainties must be accounted for. The formulation proposed in
paper ?? partially alleviates the problem, proposing an efficient way of decoupling,
in the implemented formulation, thin layers (coatings in this case) from the rest
of the domain. A possible follow-up work would be to introduce uncertainties in
these layers. Another possible approach would be to extend a method (yet to be
published) used and succinctly presented in [65] that allows to embed a set of
layers modelled by TMM in a FEM formulation. Many paths can be considered
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from there on concerning this task and the choice of which to follow has yet to be
discussed.

While off the topic of this doctoral project, some other aspects are worth dis-
cussing and could form the basis of future investigations. One of these aspects, if
not the most prominent, is the characterisation of the interface zones. Any method
to compute acoustic indicators needs input data of which the parameters of in-
terfaces are the least known and amongst the hardest to measure. Hence, there
actually is an entire subject let aside this PhD that combines challenging in-situ
measurements and innovative parameters extraction techniques. Another aspect
open to investigation is the potential tuning of bonding techniques to be able to
target properties for interfaces (certain types of coupling conditions for instance).
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